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PLEASE READ THIS SECTION CAREFULLY. IF YOU ARE IN ANY
DOUBT AS TO THE ACTION YOU SHOULD TAKE, YOU ARE ADVISED
TO CONSULT YOUR LEGAL, FINANCIAL, TAX, OR OTHER
PROFESSIONAL ADVISOR(S).
This paper is for information purposes only and in no part is intended to
create or imply a legal relationship, fiduciary relationship or any other
advisement relationship between a recipient or reader of this paper and
BancCoim (BCCN), CRE Consulting Group, Inc., (CCGI or Company)
or any other company noted herein. While we strive to ensure that all
elements of this document are accurate and up-to-date, the information
contained herein may not be exhaustive, nor does this material constitute
professional advice. BCCN and CCGI do not warrant or accept any legal
liability arising from the accuracy, reliability, timeliness or completeness
of any content in this document. Contributors and potential BCCN
sponsors must seek appropriate independent professional advice before
relying on any material-based obligation or transaction published in this
document for which material is published for reference only. This
document does not constitute a prospectus or an offer of any kind and
does not imply that it is an offer of securities, solicitation or an
application for investment in securities in any jurisdiction whatsoever.
BCCN and CCGI are not registered brokers, dealers or financial advisors
and do not perform any acts or functions or provide any services
requiring such registration or licensures. There is no guarantee of
success of any project or revenue generation. No warranties or
representations are made as to the successful development or
implementation of any projects, technologies, innovations, or
achievements of any activities noted herein or in any derivative
document. Any warranties implied by law, or otherwise, are hereby
disclaimed. Contributing to a cryptocurrency may not be suitable for
everyone. Any person considering making a contribution to this
crowdfunding is encouraged to conduct their own due diligence and
consult with their own professional advisor(s) (such as a financial
advisor, investment advisor, tax advisor and or attorney) beforehand, as
contributions and sponsorships will not be refunded. The information
contained herein, and any other related information, does not take into
account the objectives, financial situation or needs of any particular
contributor, and each contributor should consider whether their
contribution is appropriate for their own situation.
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IMPORTANT NOTICE
Read the following note carefully before reading this document ("Whitepaper") prepared by the
company. This notice applies to everyone who has read this document. Please note that this
notice can be modified or updated. This Whitepaper is only prepared as information for
crowdfunding for BancCoin (BCCN), which will be known as “BCCN coins” or “BCCN tokens.”
No shares or other securities of the Company are offered for subscription or sale in any
jurisdiction in accordance with the Whitepaper. The Whitepaper is publicly available for
information purposes only and does not require any action by the public or shareholders of the
Company. The Whitepaper does not constitute an offer or invitation to anyone to enter or register
shares or other securities in CCGI or any other company mentioned herein. Currently, the
Company’s shares are not offered for registration under the Securities Act or securities law of any
country. No one is obligated to contribute, sponsor, or enter into any contract or legal obligation
to trade, sell or purchase the BCCN coin. This Whitepaper does not require or accept
cryptocurrency, or any other form of payment.

ELIGIBILTY
You are not eligible, and you are not to purchase any BCCN Coins if you are a citizen or resident
of a geographic area in which access to or ownership of the BCCN Coin is prohibited by
applicable law, decree, regulation, treaty, administrative act or any other law, regulation or rule
within your jurisdiction.
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FORWARD LOOKING STATEMENTS
Some of the statements in the Whitepaper include forward-looking statements which reflect the
Company’s and/or the Management’s current views with respect to product development,
execution roadmap, financial performance, business strategy and future plans, both with respect
to the Company and the sectors and industries in which the Company operates. Statements which
include the words ''expects'', ''intends'', ''plans'', ''believes'', ''projects'', ''anticipates'', ''will'',
''targets'', ''aims'', ''may'', ''would'', ''could'', ''should'', ''continue'', ''pending'', and similar statements
are of a future or forward-looking nature. All forward-looking statements address matters that
involve risks and uncertainties. Accordingly, there are, or will be, important factors that could
cause the actual results to differ materially from those indicated in these statements. These factors
may not be specifically described in the Whitepaper, but risks and facts should be assessed and
considered in conjunction with the cautionary statements that have been included in the
Whitepaper. Any forward-looking statements in the Whitepaper reflect the current views with
respect to future events and are subject to these and other risks, uncertainties and assumptions
relating to the operations, results of operations and growth strategy. These forward-looking
statements speak only as of the date of the Whitepaper. Subject to industry lawful disclosure and
transparency rules, the Company undertakes no obligation publicly to update or review any
forward-looking statement, whether as a result of new information, future developments or
otherwise. All subsequent written and oral forward-looking statements attributable to the
Company or individuals acting on behalf of the Company are expressly qualified in their entirety
by this paragraph. Prospective buyers of the BCCN coin should specifically consider the risk
factors which could cause actual results to differ before making a decision to contribute or sponsor
this crowdfunding. No statement in the Whitepaper is intended as a profit forecast and no
statement in the Whitepaper should be interpreted to imply or reflect any earning of Company or
another company mentioned herein for the current or future years. By contributing or sponsoring
the BCCN, you hereby acknowledge that you have read and understand these notices and
disclaimers and have considered the risks set out above.
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1.0

ABSTRACT

The BancCoin team, in conjunction with CRE Consulting Group, Inc. (CCGI), is applying Blockchain
technologies to bring about decentralization of a Global Lifestyle economy system, by building a
cryptoeconomy around BancCoin; thus, making BancCoin the ultimate Utility Coin. BancCoin is a
Smart-Contract governed ecosystem that focuses on creating digitized Lifestyle and Luxury, which is
backed by the business endeavors of CCGI (meaning usage BancCoin in CCGI businesses and
projects). This technology eliminates costs associated with the once unavoidable or unnecessary
intermediaries in all the focused sectors (which are discussed in upcoming sections of this
Whitepaper), providing transparency and liquidity, alleviating tax inefficiencies and easing crossborder transactions under a unified crowdfunding platform.
Global luxury, as part of a lifestyle, has been historically considered the peak of elegance, beauty and
affluence. It has been identified as a measure of wealth, subsequently shielded from the majority and
available to the few. There has been no decentralization of this luxury lifestyle which has made it
impossible for the less affluent to acquire and enjoy. However, do you think it is possible to have a
currency that has that purchasing power, with access to all the sectors within the Global Lifestyle
economy and accessible to all? Oh Yes! It is BancCoin!

1.1

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

BancCoin is a new digital utility coin that applies blockchain technologies to the enormous
cryptoeconomy and lowers traditional transactional barriers in order to achieve decentralization of the
Global Lifestyle. This technology offers an effective method of harnessing the value of the existing
500+ Billion USD equivalent in cryptocurrency.
Backed by the business endeavors of CCGI, BancCoin’s real-life value is directly attached to this
same crypto-product, stemming from the partnerships and projects of CCGI, thereby giving greater
access to the Global Lifestyle and Luxury Lifestyle. In other words, each CCGI partner and project
incorporates a BCCN component. Therefore, BCCN makes Global Lifestyle and Luxury available
through the business ventures and partnerships established by CCGI.
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2.0

GLOBAL LIFESTYLE

The decentralization of a Global Lifestyle economic system cannot happen without a formulated
structure of a cryptoeconomy system with several industry sectors connected to it.
This cryptoeconomy has been carefully structured by CCGI, having focused the potency of the
Blockchain technology through the utility cryptocurrency “BancCoin” to bring about the
decentralization of these sectors, thereby making lifestyle and luxury available to everyone who
possesses the BancCoin coin. BancCoin will be the center utility currency in this cryptoeconomy.
Have you ever watched the movie, John Wick? Well, the Golden Coin that Wick uses to access all
forms of luxuries, such as swanky hotels, flashy cars, fancy suits, other comforts and luxuries -- -that is BancCoin. BancCoin is the coin that gives token holders a pass to luxury, comfort and lifestyle
fulfillment.
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2.1

LUXURY LIFESTYLE

The global luxury market continues to be a dynamic and an ever-changing industry, surpassing $250
billion in 2015. According to www.bain.com, the global luxury market was worth over a trillion in
2017.

The BancCoin team believes that one of the most exciting applications of Blockchain technology will
be in the Global Lifestyle and Luxury market, especially in the crowdfunding space. The use of
Blockchain technology in cryptoeconomy crowdfunding has the potential to completely revolutionize
this ecosystem by providing greater access to Global Lifestyle and Luxury and increasing liquidity in
the market, where the cryptoeconomy is created in connection with BCCN and through the business
ventures and partnerships established by CCGI.
Value of the Personal Luxury Goods Market Worldwide from 1995 to 2017 (in billion Euros)
https://www.statista.com/statistics/266503/value-of-the-personal-luxury-goods-market-worldwide/
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3.0

CRYPTOECONOMY
(As Designed by CCGI)

The cryptoeconomy illustrated is
focused on the following sectors:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Healthcare
Partnerships
Commerce
Real Estate
Sports
Project Development
Entertainment
Acquisitions

The idea is to position BancCoin as an imminently usable and workable unit of digital currency, with
applicability in real world. Bitcoin, for instance, is the most popular, and legendary, in digital
currency. BancCoin now shows a new generation of possibilities. It is about living life in the real
world, 21st century. With the future of BancCoin, coin holders will be able to access healthcare easily
when compared to fiat currency, as it is developed to create a borderless value-based economy for its
coin holders.
Due to the partnerships and projects developed by CCGI, it is anticipated that the value of BancCoin
will increase as it becomes a purchasing method, possessing currency value and trust for its holders.
Considering the partnerships being developed by CCGI in the different sectors as illustrated,
this system has the potential to not only be widely acknowledged, but also utilized throughout
the world, with the ability to revolutionize access to a Global Lifestyle.
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3.1

CRE CONSULTING GROUP, INC. (CCGI)
PROJECTS & PARTNERSHIPS

CRE Consulting Group, Inc. (CCGI), currently has the below-listed acquisitions and business
partnerships. Future developments and other versions of this Whitepaper maybe publicly available.

•
CCGI established Morchatil Winery as an importer and distributor of
fine wine and spirits, created from carefully selected vineyards and
winemakers, experienced in embellishing the art and tradition of winemaking.
Morchatil Winery prides itself on characteristics that exude Quality,
Commitment, and Passion within the industry.

•
Morchatil Winery is the exclusive U.S. importer of Casa Bolgui’s
notable products, including the renown 23K Luxury Wine, which is
distinguished by its classic flakes of gold, exuding elegance and luxury.

•
Morchatil Winery is also the exclusive U.S. importer of Champagnes
produced by Lasseaux & Fils of Paris, France, in the region of Champagne, and who
are known for producing award-winning vintage champagnes.

•

www.banccoin.io

CCGI has partnered with Caribbean Blue Organic Foods
(“Caribbean Blue”), promoting the principle of producing
environmentally responsible products. Caribbean Blue’s
featured products are a line of waters (spring, sparkling and
flavored) packaged in 100% recyclable and biodegradable
bottles.
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•
CCGI has acquired full rights to develop a TV series based on the
novel, All Access, written by acclaimed New York Times bestselling author
and Phillis Wheatley Literary Award recipient, Omar Tyree, whose
bestselling novel, Fly Girl, will be produced for a movie trilogy by
Hollywood’s Lionsgate/CodeBlack.

•
CCGI has partnered with Luminous Entertainment Presents, LLC,
a premiere entertainment company which promotes many A-list artists
throughout the United States via concert mediums.

•
CCGI has partnered with Coast II Coast Transport, LLC, providing
reliable, efficient, and professional trucking services nationwide.

•
CCGI is partnered with DriveThruDoc (DTD), a telehealth
program created and designed by Dr. Courtney Morgan, a physician with
a mechanical and biomedical engineering background. Dr. Morgan
practiced as a Family Medicine physician in medically underserved
urban and rural communities for over 14 years. He was inspired to design
a medical service that addressed the hurdles facing these communities,
hence the creation of DTD. DTD is a full-service acute medical system
that utilizes technology to facilitate doctor-patient consultations. Dr. Morgan intends to integrate DTD
into Jamaica’s medical healthcare system with the goal of improving efficiency, decreasing cost and
generating revenue for the country.
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3.2

CRE CONSULTING GROUP, INC. (CCGI)
EXPANSION

BancCoin has an outstanding team of founders, professionals and consultants who have contributed
to the creation of this novel, real, value-based cryptoeconomy. CCGI continues to seek to expand its
team and develop partnerships in various areas, including:
•
•
•
•
•
•

www.banccoin.io

Healthcare
Sports &Entertainment
Food & Beverages
Real Estate & Acquisitions
Research & Development
Retail & Commerce
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4.0

BANCCOIN (BCCN) TECHNOLOGIES

Blockchain is a type of distributed ledger or a decentralized database that keeps records of digital
transactions. Instead of the central administrator as a traditional database (banks and governments),
the main ledger distributes the network to replicate databases synchronized over the Internet and is
visible to everyone on the network. The Blockchain network can be a private limited membership
similar to the public, such as the Internet, available to every online viewer in the world.
When a digital transaction occurs, it is grouped in a cryptographic sequence, protected by other
transactions that occurred in the past and sent via a network block. Miners (members of a network of
high-powered computing forces) are competing for the confirmation of transactions by solving
complex encoded problems. The first miner to solve the problem and confirm the block receives a
reward.
The confirmed transaction block is then marked and added to the line in a linear chronological order.
New certified transaction blocks are linked to older blocks, which are blocks-of-blocks that display
each transaction made in the history of that block-of-blocks. The whole chain is constantly updated,
so each book online is the same, giving each member the ability to prove who owns it at any time.
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4.1

BLOCKCHAIN

Figure adopted from: http://coindevil.com/2017/how-a-blockchain-transaction-works-infographicblockchain-crypto-fintech-insurtech-iot-cryptocurrency-money/
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4.2

DECENTRALIZED TELEMEDICINE/
E-HEALTH & PHARMACY SMART
CONTRACT ALGORITHM SYSTEM

A novel Telemedicine/Pharmacy software system (called DriveThruDoc) is being developed
under the guidance of CCGI. It is being designed with the goal of transcending global barriers
in medicine, secondary to blockchain technology, fueling the use of BancCoin currency and
Smart-Contract scripts in the healthcare arena.
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4.3

CRYPTOCURRENCY

A cryptocurrency is a digital or virtual currency that uses cryptography for security. A cryptocurrency
is difficult to counterfeit because of this security feature. A defining feature of a cryptocurrency, and
arguably its most attractive allure, is its organic nature. It is not issued by any central authority,
rendering it theoretically immune to government interference or manipulation.

Figure adopted from: https://blockgeeks.com/guides/what-is-cryptocurrency/
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4.4

BANCX

Bancx is a payment gateway system that will facilitate a payment transaction by the transfer of
information between a payment portal (such as a website, mobile phone or smart device application)
and the front-end processor or receiving location utilized to accept the submitted payment. Bancx is
specifically designed to process payments in the form of BCCN cryptocurrency coins/tokens wherever
BCCN is accepted, thereby allowing payments for the same product or service in the same amount of
cryptocurrency, which in turn transcends state borders and eliminates the unpredictable FOREX factor.

Users of Bancx incur a processing fee for their transaction. This is no different than the processing fee
charged through a standard merchant account offered by a banking institution acting as a payment
gateway provider.
The unique circumstance for Bancx is its relationship with CCGI. CCGI is committed to growing the
BCCN cryptoeconomy, ultimately increasing the usage of Bancx. Presently, Bancx will be used to
facilitate borderless transactions with BCCN in association with the CCGI businesses, partnerships
and projects.
http://luverneband.com/web-application-process-flow-diagram/web-application-process-flow-diagramamazing-block-diagram-of-home-automation-system/
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4.5

BANCCOINX

BancCoinX is a currency exchange market based on a software platform
that will enable individuals and enterprises to move assets and settle
payments within and across borders in real-time using blockchain
technology. The BancCoinX platform will allow for the trading of
cryptocurrencies as well as fiat. It will offer both an encrypted hot wallet
and a multi-signature cold wallet, with a secure infrastructure of encryption
standards that could compete with those of the largest financial institutions.

BancCoinX will also serve as the official currency trading platform for BancCoin.

www.banccoin.io
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5.0

THE CROWDFUNDING PLATFORM

The last two giant breakthroughs in the world of finance have merged: Crowdfunding and Blockchain
Technology. These breakthroughs have created new avenues for involvement in a real-value
ecosystem to gain access to a new global lifestyle and luxury. Anyone in the world without lawful
prohibition can be a part of our decentralized Global Lifestyle ecosystem using BancCoin
cryptocurrency.
BancCoin offers a comprehensive and transparent business model which should consequently reduce
the uncertainties often facing cryptocurrency consumers. It allows virtually anyone and everyone the
opportunity to obtain a digitized currency based on a real value-based economy.
By creating diverse partnerships and projects, CCGI plans to generate revenue from within the
focused sectors which make up this cryptoeconomy:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Healthcare
Partnerships
Commerce
Real Estate
Sports
Project Development
Entertainment
Acquisitions

Usage of funds, in part, includes the establishment and maintenance of the BancCoin platform, which
in turn rewards active BancCoin coin holders through benefits in anticipated increased valuations and
lifestyle enrichments, the Global Lifestyle. CCGI intends to offer a range of products and services
accessible to the broad spectrum of BancCoin (BCCN) coin holders. This Crowdfunding platform
gives businesses and individuals the opportunity to access BCCN coins.
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5.1

BANCCOIN (BCCN) ICO

Basic Facts About BancCoin’s ICO
Coin Name

BancCoin

Coin Symbol

BCCN

Coin Standard

Tribus

Country of Origin

United States of America

Total Number of Coins

5 Billion

ICO Reserves
Post-ICO Reserves

500 Million
4.5 Billion

Bounty/Related

3%

Cost per BCCN

$5.00 USD

Minimum Contribution

100 BCCN

Accepted Currencies

ETH/BTC/USD

www.banccoin.io
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5.2

BANCCOIN (BCCN) COIN & FUNDS
DISTRIBUTION

Distribution of coins and funds may deviate from above estimations.
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Funds Distribution
Funds realized from the Initial Coin Offering (ICO) are distributed in part to develop the BancCoin
Platform. As seen in the previous section:
1. 53% of the funds realized will be allocated to the development of the BancCoin Platform
and crytpoeconomy, including the development of CCGI projects for the building of the
cryptoeconomy. The development of the BancCoin Platform is set at high priority as this
is the backbone of the entire BancCoin project.
2. 15% of the funds realized will be allocated to operating expenses (which includes
management and administration) for the BancCoin Platform.
3. In a bid to offer more individuals the power of the BancCoin and to further popularize this
decentralized Global Lifestyle, 10% of the funds realized will be allocated to marketing
the BancCoin Platform. This would include engaging top Public Relations services.
4. For further development of the BancCoin Platform, 2% of the funds realized will be
allocated to research, in order to keep abreast of technological and other advancements.
5. 5% of the funds realized will be allocated to legal fees and expenses concerning the
BancCoin Platform.
6. 4% of the funds realized will be allocated to consulting costs and fees.
7. 11% inceptive contributors to the project.
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6.0

ROADMAP
2014 - 2017
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Acquisition 43 Acres Missouri Ozarks Land
Pending Acquisition of 20 Acres Abaco Bahamas Beach/Ocean Front Property
Pending Acquisition of 76 Acres Abaco Bahamas Beach/Ocean Front Property
Acquisition of the Rights to Movie/Film/TV/Publishing of All Access novel, by
New York Times Bestselling Author and Phillis Wheatley Literary Award
Recipient, Omar Tyree
Expansion of Drive Thru Doc Software Telemedicine/Telehealth Development
Establishment of Morchatil Winery: Importer & Distributor of Luxury Wine and
Spirits
Development of Blockchain Physician Prescription
Exclusive U.S Importer of Luxury Wine for Casa Bolgiu Winery of Romania
Exclusive U.S. Importer of Luxury Champagne for Lasseaux & Fils Winery of
Paris, France

2018
▪
▪
▪

Partnered with Caribbean Blue Organic Foods
Partnered with Coast II Coast Transport
Collaboration with the Jamaica government, Minister of Health on Implementation
of Decentralized Telemedicine/Pharmacy Structure

▪

In Development
▪ Partnering with Head of State of the Republic of Zimbabwe
▪ Partnering with Jamaica Ministry of Health
▪ Completion BancX, a payment gateway processing system
▪ Completion of BancCoinX, a decentralized currency exchange
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6.0

TEAM MEMBERS
EXECUTIVE MEMBERS
_________________________________________________________________
EXECUTIVES:
COURTNEY MORGAN, M.D.
TYWAUN TILLMAN, M.D.
ERICA CHAPLIN, ESQ.

KEY ADVISORS & TEAM MEMBERS
__________________________________________________________________
MEDICAL TEAM:
CHELIF JUNOR, M.D.

BUSINESS GROWTH - PARTNERSHIPS TEAM:
RADUE WATSON
LENORE TRAVERS

ENGINEERING TEAM:
ALEX FRANCIS
EDWARD CASE
SIDNEY EMMANUEL

ADVISORS:
STEVE MANNING
HORACE MADISON
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__________________________________________________________________
TEAM MEMBERS
__________________________________________________________________
SPORTS & ENTERTAINMENT INDUSTRY ADVISORS:
DWAYNE “LIL WAYNE” CARTER
JERMAINE “MACK MAINE” PREVAN
FRANK GORE
KISEAN ANDERSON
DERRICK MORGAN
QUEEN IFRICA
ALEJANDRO ARANGO
ALAINA BEATON
WINE & SPIRITS INDUSTRY ADVISORS:
ALEXANDRU LIVIU MURGOCI
COSTIN BOLGIU
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8.1

TEAM MEMBER BIOGRAPHIES

EXECUTVE TEAM MEMBER

COURTNEY MORGAN, M.D.
CRE Consulting Group, Inc.
Founder &CEO
COURTNEY MORGAN, a multifaceted individual: doctor, musician, community champion, and
mentor.
He is a native islander, born in Kingston, Jamaica, who at the age of five was sent as a forerunner to
live in the United States. Like many immigrants that make up the fabric of our country, Dr. Morgan
was raised in a household with traditional ideals of strong work ethic and self-discipline. Dr. Morgan
worked diligently throughout his academic years earning a Bachelor of Science in Mechanical
Engineering and a Master of Science in Biomedical Engineering at the University of Miami in Coral
Gables, Florida. Upon obtaining his Medical Doctorate at Howard University School of Medicine, he
returned to his South Florida hometown to complete his residency at the University of
Miami/Jackson Memorial Hospital in the Department of Family Medicine and Community Health.
As a physician, Dr. Morgan has an intense interest and love for life and humanity and possesses a
natural desire to help others. He has served on advisor boards for community health awareness,
made multiple radio appearances to deliver health education to the local community, counselled
and mentored local youth on educational goals and paths in the healthcare field. He not only
believes in fair play, justice, and standing up for what is right, but lives these philosophies. By
example, he teaches the importance of integrity, positive attitude, and perseverance in order to rise
above undue obstacles.
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EXECUTVE TEAM MEMBER

TYWAUN TILLMAN, M.D.
CRE Consulting Group, Inc.
Founder &CFO
Dr. Tywaun Tillman is a South Carolina native whose exceptional athletic abilities and passion for
helping others, have brought him full circle as a physician and mentor. Dr. Tillman is driven by
his desire to help others. It is no surprise that he has established the most admirable reputation
amongst patients which earned him the 2014 Patient’s Choice Award as well as the 2014
Compassionate Doctor Award. However, it is surprising that medicine was not his first love.
As a child, Dr. Tillman developed an affinity for sports. Immersed in his Little League baseball
practices and games, he recognized his own aptitude for athletic performance. At the age of 12,
he began to draw the attention of professional scouts. Over time he expanded into football and
basketball, and excelling in these three sports annually became the norm.
Dr. Tillman attended Furman University as a biology major and “red-shirted” his first year.
Although he had been immersed in sports for much of his life, he did not neglect his educational
purpose, but was equally immersed in his academics and graduated cum laude. Dr. Tillman
earned his Medical Doctorate from the Medical College of Georgia. He completed his residency
at the Mayo Clinic in Rochester Minnesota, in Internal Medicine, while simultaneously working
as an Assistant Professor in Internal Medicine. He continued additional specialty training in an
elite cardiology fellowship program at the University of South Florida. Although a successful
cardiologist, he has not abandoned his first love, and it is through this avenue that he gives back
to his community.
Dr. Tillman’s scope of mentorship extends beyond his local commune, into his home-state of
South Carolina and down to educational stomping grounds in South Florida. In Texas, he mentors
at risk youths through a local program called Second Chance Boxing Club/Outkast Boxing.
His motto is, “Learn from the past, live in the present, and aim for the future.” He
believes that setting goals early in life is paramount to achievement, and every
‘Plan A’ must have its ‘Plan B,’ where academics never falls to the wayside.
Dr. Tillman exercises a consistent approach to life, duplicating the
mentorship formula that inspired him, to help inspire others.
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EXECUTVE TEAM MEMBER

ERCA CHAPLIN, ESQ.
CRE Consulting Group, Inc.
Founder & Legal Advisor
Erica Chaplin obtained her Bachelor of Science in Mathematics, a Master of Science in Biomedical
Engineering from the University of Miami in Coral Gables Florida. She then obtained her Juris
Doctor from Florida International University in Miami Florida. She began her legal career in 2008
as a contracted attorney for complex litigation. Shortly thereafter, she was admitted into the
United States Patent Bar; however, she subsequently transitioned into public service as a criminal
defense litigation attorney with the Public Defender’s Office in Martin and St. Lucie Counties.
Ms. Chaplin has since entered the private arena and practices in the areas of criminal defense,
civil rights litigation, contracts and administrative law.

KEY ADVISOR & TEAM MEMBER

CHELIF JUNOR, M.D.
Interventional Cardiologist

As son of the former Jamaica Minister of Health (1998-2006) John Junor, Chelif Junor, M.D., has
similarly taken great interest in helping the medically underserved, but from the avenue of a
physician. Dr. Junor earned a Bachelor of Science in Chemistry and his Doctor of Medicine from
a Howard University. He trained at the prestigious Cleveland Clinic Foundation, in Cleveland,
Ohio, where he completed his internship and residency in Internal Medicine. He subsequently
completed his General Cardiology Fellowship at the University of Missouri where he served as
Chief Fellow. He then completed an Interventional Cardiology Fellowship at the University of
Pennsylvania. Upon completion, moved to Victoria, Texas, a medically underserved community,
where he practiced as a General and Interventional Cardiologist for 8 ½ (eight and a half)
years at Citizens Medical Center. While in Texas, he also served as Vice Chief of Staff.
Dr. Junor presently practices at the Tanner Medical Center in Carrollton, Georgia,
as an Interventional Cardiologist. He specializes in coronary and endovascular
interventions. Dr. Junor presently holds certifications from the
American Board of Internal Medicine for General Cardiology and
Interventional Cardiology.
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KEY ADVISOR & TEAM MEMBER

RADUE WATSON
Renown Designer

Mr. Radue Watson has been a major contributor for clothing brands for some of the industry’s most know
music Artists for over 20 years. He has served as Director of Merchandising and Design For Rocawear.
Gave all Design, color and fabric direction for every collection. He has also served as Director of
Merchandising and Design for the relaunch of Coogi menswear. Mr. Watson has served as a consultant,
leading all designs and marketing on many multimillion dollar projects, such as the launch of Truckfit (Lil
Wayne's clothing brand), 8732 (Young Jeezy's clothing brand), Jewel House (Lil Boosie's clothing brand),
and YRN (Migos clothing brand). Mr. Watson has also served a consultant for Merch Traffic Music Artist
Licensing Company, Biggie, Snoop, Bad Boy, Reasonable Doubt, Young Thug, Metallica, The Ramones, The
Doors, NBA Africa and Stateline U.S. In 2016, Mr. Watson launched his own brand Fourth of November
with Partner Kareem "Biggs" Burke, Co-Founder and partner to Damon Dash and Jay-Z of Rocafella
Records. Mr. Watson presently heads all designs and sales for National Youth Lacrosse and Nation United
Lacrosse, a retail lifestyle brand.

KEY ADVISOR & TEAM MEMBER

LENORE TRAVERS
Founder & CEO of
Caribbean Blue Organic Foods and
Coast II Coast Transport
Lenore Travers is the owner and founder of Caribbean Blue Water, Inc., a division of Caribbean Blue
Organic Foods. He built his company on the philosophy of being environmentally conscious about
consumption and waste. The mission of Caribbean Blue is to provide a better tasting water, while bottling
it in a biodegradable, recyclable, and BPA free bottle. It is a company of care for the environment
and life itself. Lenore Travers is a true entrepreneur, as he has also established a trucking
company that provides service nationwide.
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KEY ADVISOR & TEAM MEMBER

ALEX FRANCIS
Grammy Nominated Producer &
QA Software Engineer
Prior to finding his interest and passion in Technology, Alex Francis achieved success as an American Music
Producer and Songwriter. During his 10-year career in the music industry, Mr. Francis attained several
major achievements, including producing a #1 Billboard Chart Single, working on Multi-Platinum & Gold
Albums, and producing music for TV Syncs for several major music artists and music and TV companies.
In 2008 Mr. Francis signed a major publishing deal with EMI Music Publishing, which was eventually
purchased by SONY ATV Music Publishing. In 2009, he received Four Grammy Nominations and won an
ASCAP (American Society of Composers, Authors, and Publishers) award. As the music industry changed
and the world began to embrace technology, Mr. Francis discovered another passion: technology. Mr.
Francis is currently a QA Software Engineer, managing, planning and executing all product testing to
ensure optimal testing coverage for company software. He often works with UI/UX designers to ensure
software design features are more compatible end users.

KEY ADVISOR & TEAM MEMBER

EDWARD CASE
Software Developer

Edward Case is a Product Manager and User Experience Designer that has been working in the South
Florida market for the past 8 years. He is obsessively engaged in modern product development and
delivering memorable experiences through product interaction. He is driven by a passion for good, usercentered design that is achieved through meaningful research, successful user testing, and well executed
implementation. Edward began his career as a full stack developer building websites and applications
from the ground up. Over time his interest in the user’s journey gradually pulled him towards the frontend
of the development process and eventually into the product and user experience design role. His firsthand
experience and understanding of the full development pipeline has given him the ability to develop product specs that fit into real world development cycles. He earned his degree in fine arts
and that has made the visual medium an area of real strength. He draws great satisfaction
from designing the core ideas that become the foundational elements of full-fledged
product features. When not designing or learning new technologies, he's either spending
time with his family or out on the links trying to shave strokes off of his handicap.
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KEY ADVISOR & TEAM MEMBER

SIDNEY EMMANUEL
Software Developer
Sidney Emmanuel has over 5 years in the tech industry as a Software Engineer and a Software Architect
in South Florida. He has worked as a .Net developer for a legal practice management SaaS company using
some of the latest frontend and backend technology and building web/cloud applications using AngularJS,
WCF, Web API, NodeJS and SQL server. Sidney has worked on, developed, and completed many large and
successful projects. Sidney has also served as the Software Architect, leading an engineering team in
software design. In the same role, he has dealt with legal practice management company and provided
architectural decisions, such as coding standards and automated testing strategies, that ultimately helped
to improve the quality of development and the product itself while also speeding up development time.
Sidney is an experienced technical consultant and freelance developer, having developed e-commerce
applications and mobile applications for startup organizations in need of an online presence. He also
successfully managed existing projects and coordinated the development effort of an existing outsourced
engineering team, ensuring efficient and precise delivery of the software. Sidney is very result oriented
and always have been able to deliver on time and efficiently. He has assisted in the design and
implementation of many Enterprise Applications throughout his career that are used by thousands of
users. He is very passionate about the tech industry and thrives to deliver to his clients the best product
possible.
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KEY ADVISOR & TEAM MEMBER

STEVE MANNING
Renown Publicist
Mr. Manning is an award winning public relations specialist who founded Steve Manning &
Associates, a firm dedicated to utilizing creativity, leadership and teamwork to design and
execute solutions that create customer value. Mr. Manning has created global marketing and
public relations campaigns aimed at promoting the professional and personal agenda of many
celebrities such as: Michael Jackson and the Jackson Five and Janet Jackson. His portfolio of
clients also includes LL Cool J, President Bill Clinton, Blue Chip Athletes, Jay Z, Patti LaBelle, Tito
Puente, R. Kelly, Keith Sweat, Anheuser Busch, Superfest Concerts, New Edition, Bobby Brown,
Bob Marley, Teddy Pendergrass, Reverend Al Sharpton, Michael Jordan Cologne, Mark Jackson,
Allen Iverson, Charles Oakley, Teddy Riley, Herbie Hancock, Bronner Brothers and Kelly Price and
VH1’s Black Ink Crew among others. Mr. Manning served as Michael Jackson’s personal assistant
and publicist during the filming of the Wiz in New York City. He has travelled the globe, with
Michael and other members of the family meeting heads of State and Monarchs such as Queen
Elizabeth and Prince Phillip, et al. Mr. Manning has received 60 Recording Industry Association
Awards (RIAA), 10 of which were for work with Michael Jackson’s “Thriller” album.
Steve Manning understands the power and impact celebrity ambassadorship can have when
organizations seek to grow their resources as they strive to do well. Steve has helped to raise
millions of dollars for non-profits through his consultation and work with cultural influencers and
non-profit leaders. He is an experienced Public Relations Executive that drives incremental
fundraising results with his work in servicing non-profit clients.
Over the years Mr. Manning’s career has encompassed not just entertainment but also
activities geared towards service. Each Spring Mr. Manning dedicates his time to the
work of the Health Wellness Fair of the Children’s Aid Society, staged at the Milbank
Center in Harlem. The event seeks to assist persons of all ages with various health and
wellness needs within the Harlem community. Mr. Manning has also served as a youth
leader and Motivational Ambassador for the Children’s Aid Society, the
oldest social work agency in the United States. Mr. Manning was also
the recipient of the Thurgood Marshall Leadership Award and the
Children’s Aid Society Community Service Award. as well as
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KEY ADVISOR & TEAM MEMBER

HORACE MADISON
Founding Partner & Managing Member
Madison Strategic Integration
HORACE MADISON: the founding Partner/Managing Member of Madison/Smallwood Financial Group,
later Madison Financial Group (“MFG”) and Madison Strategic Integration (“MSI”). As Chief Executive
Officer, Mr. Madison supervises new client acceptance, business development, overall risk management
and company relations. His primary focus continues to be providing unrivaled client service.
Horace has 25 years of Business Management experience, working with high profile music clients: Lil
Wayne/Young Money; OutKast; DMX; Usher; Lil Jon; JYP; Eve; Mase; Meek Mill and others. Sports clients
included Arian Foster; Glen “Big Baby” Davis; Michael Bennett; Stromile Swift, to name a few. Notable
TV/film clients include Tyrese, Eva Marcele, Malcom Lee and Bryshere “Yazz” Gray. Additional
entertainment notables include Dame Dash and Cess Silvera, with whom Horace has Executive Produced
film and TV titles.
Horace’s presence in the music, sports and entertainment industries along with his training and
experience in financial planning and risk management, prepared him to manage finances and businesses
across the spectrum.
His financial career began at IDS/American Express, as a Financial
Planner/Consultant. Along the way he obtained his Insurance license. After planning/consulting he
obtained his Securities licenses and moved onto Wall Street. He completed a vigorous training program
to become a stockbroker at Bear Stearns & Co., one of the top 5 Investment Banking firms at the time.
Horace focused on, and quickly excelled in the areas of equities and simple fixed-income securities. It
didn’t take long for a Senior Managing Director from Oppenheimer, to recruit Horace to join this Money
Management firm. This allowed him the time and opportunity to discover and showcase a young lady
found playing guitar in the subway, for whom he and his friend negotiated a $1 Million dollar recording
and publishing deal.
Regardless of whether it is a business client or business venture, or anyone with whom Horace works, he
tries to make sure they have a desire to do more than just make money simply to spend it. This has fed
into Mr. Madison’s life model which is – to pursue quality of life over quantity of possessions and money.
Mr. Madison therefore promotes wealth, both in terms of tangible things like
money/assets and also the intangibles, giving back to the community, good moral
standards, setting positive examples for young people and overall peace of mind.
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Team Members

Dwayne “Lil Wayne” Carter
Founder Young Money Ent.

Kisean Anderson
Multi-Platinum Artist “Sean Kingston”

Jermaine “Mack Maine” Prevan
Young Money Ent. President

Frank Gore
5X Pro Bowl NFL Player

Derrick Morgan
Founding Father of Jamaican Music

Queen Ifrica
World Wide Reggae Artist

Alejandro “Architracks” Arango
Founder & President of Tonemasters

Alexandru Liviu Murgoci
Creator 23K Luxury Wine
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Alaina Beaton
Pop Artist “Porcelain Black”

Costin Bolgiu
Owner Costin Bolgiu Winery
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